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Welcome to Edition 3 of Mixquip’s mixPRO. In this edition we focus on the range of Tank Mixers designed
and manufactured in Australia by Mixquip. Tank mixing ranges from top, side, base and portable. It’s
important to understand the combinations and advantages of Tank Mixers in your application, and which
Mixer is best suited to your process. At Mixquip, we understand ‘Your Process Matters’.
For more information on our mixer range and mixing solutions visit the Mixquip site at www.mixquip.com,
purchase online or speak to an engineer to get access to our extensive knowledge and industry experience
applications. Call us today on +61 (02) 4629 3050 for your mixing needs.
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AGITATE ,
MIX,
BLEND
Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20
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Case study: Winery
FOCUS STUDY: GENTLE AGITATION OF WINE
CHALLENGE & SOLUTION
How do you mix 1,100,000 litres thoroughly and efficiently, but
without cavitation or high shear forces being imposed on the
wine?
By installing a single Mixquip 2.2KW Side Entry Agitator!
Experience and continuous product development are key to
improving efficiencies without sacrificing performance. With
over 35 years of designing and manufacturing Agitators and
Mixer, Teralba have developed a single Side Entry Agitator that
effectively blends and mixes a huge 1.1 million litres of wine –
with a single 2.2KW drive.

NEED A MIXING SYSTEM
OR HAVE SPECIAL PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS?

Standing 10.5 metres tall with a diameter of 11.6 metres, these
huge vessels hold millions of dollars worth of wine and are
thoroughly mixed with the low shear, ultra high efficiency
Superflo impellor at 280RPM.

TELL US WHAT YOU NEED:
1300 20 70 20
SALES@MIXQUIP.COM

If you need efficient agitation of wine, juice or for blending, in any
size tank, please contact us.
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MIXING IMPELLERS
YOUR PROCESS MATTERS.
With our intellectual assets working for you, Mixquip can solve most mixing challenges by integrating
the combined years of experience in process, mixing and impeller design with technology to deliver the
scientific knowhow required for your process.
Our state-of-the-art knowledge and technology centre located in Sydney Australia uses Computational
Fluid Mixing software to model the effects of different impeller designs.
This means our customers can achieve optimum results – no matter what the application.

propeller
•
•
•

Low viscosity fluids
Suited to high shaft speeds
Suitable for blending solid/liquid and liquid/liquid

radial blade
•
•
•

High intensity mixing
Gas dispersion and solids
suspension
Low flooding limit coupled with
high powder numbers

toro-jet

•
•
•

hydrofoil
•
•
•

Low to high viscosity mixing
applications
Ideally suited to mixing
non-Newtonian fluids
Covers a wide range of consistency and flow behaviour
characteristics

Positive mixing in laminar, high
viscosity regimes
Very versatile
Adjustable blade angle and ratio between tank and impeller
diameters

pitched blade turbine gate anchor
•
•
•

Low to medium viscosity fluids
Axial flow
Suitable for breaking agglomerates and distributing solids.

•
•
•
•

Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20

Highly viscous materials
Laminar flow range to disrupt
the boundary layer
Can be combined with other
axial or radial blades
Custom designed to suit tank
size
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Top Entry Mixers
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APPLICATIONS

MIXQUIP SERIES 75

Mixquip Series 75 Top Entry Mixers are capable of handling intense mixing
processes across a wide range of applications. A modular design with a robust
and detailed construction this series offers tank mixing solutions designed to suit
open, closed and fully sealed mixing vessels. The Series 75 design is suitable for
applications from aggressive chemical service to demanding sanitary standards and
requirements, skillfully designed and engineered to withstand intense and long
hours of operation. Parallel shaft geared motors combined with rigid drive shaft and
specially designed impellers contribute to long-lasting operation.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Versatile design
Low maintenance
Range of impeller options
Adaptable
Detailed construction
Modular design

MIXQUIP SERIES 300

Mixquip designs and manufactures a range of high efficiency agitators
and tank mixers to meet the widest range of fluid mixing requirements.
Mixquip top entry agitator mixers incorporate advanced designs in mixing
technology achieving ultimate blending & mixing conditions in open or
closed top vessels. Blending liquids and powders, maintaining solids in
suspension, ph correction and aerating products plus many other duties
which are achievable by drawing on 45 years of mixing know-how and
unique Mixquip impeller designs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20

Versatile design
Low maintenance
Range of impeller options
Adaptable
Detailed construction
Modular design
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APPLICATIONS

MIXQUIP SERIES 100

The Mixquip® Series 100 side entry agitator is an innovative
approach to side entry mixing and incorporates state-of-the-art
technology in agitator design and construction using composite
materials resulting in improved efficiency, greater reduction in
power consumption and lower shear. This series achieves as
much as 65% greater blending capacity. They are cost effective,
energy efficient and quiet in operation. The Mixquip® Series 100
Side Entry Agitator is ideally suited to fluids of medium to low
viscosity where gentle low shear mixing or blending is required.

MIXQUIP SERIES 110

These Australian made agitators can now be simply fitted to blend
and mix any liquids in pressure vessel mixing requirements. These
highly efficient Agitators provide low-shear agitation when fitted
with Mixquip® Superflo™ propellers, producing high flow while
using less energy. The Series 110 incorporates state of the art
removable mechanical seal design and efficient Superflo agitator.
The easy step-by-step replacement of the seal requires no need
for tank entry which in turn decreases WHS risk, reduces downtime and results in no loss of product. Tedious confined space entry
procedures are eliminated as all seal servicing is done outside the
tank.

MIXQUIP SERIES 120

The design of the Mixquip Series 120 Rummager allows for
easy mixing across many tanks and containers with just the one
device. The mixer is an agitator that can be installed and removed
through a ball valve with tanks full of product, without special
tools. The Mixquip Rummager can be used to provide agitation
in any liquid filled vessel which has an adequately installed direct
pass valve with a minimum of 45mm internal bore. The mixer has
a shaft which slides through the motor. The collapsible propellor
enables it to be moved through a direct pass valve, and opens
automatically when the agitator is set in motion.
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Side Entry Mixers

Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20
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Base Entry Mixers
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APPLICATIONS

MIXQUIP SERIES 500

Mixquip’s® range of Series 500 high shear base entry agitators are designed to fit
into the bottom or base of a mixing vessel. These high shear mixers are typically
used in conjunction with a slow speed anchor stirrer or scraper unit for high viscosity
products. The Mixquip® base entry agitator mixer gives high shear homogenization
while the stirrer/scraper distributes the homogenized output uniformly through the
vessel. This is ideal for high viscosity cosmetic, pharmaceutical and food products.
Base Entry mixers can also be used by themselves on low viscosity products and to
wet out powders.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suspends sediments
Ease of access
Cost-effective
Hygienic design
Detailed construction
Modular design

MIXQUIP SERIES 560

Mixquip sanitary series of HSBE emulsifiers are designed to fit into the
bottom of a mixing vessel. These high shear mixers are typically used in
conjunction with a Top Entry mixer or scraper unit for high viscosity
products.
The Series 560 emulsifier gives high shear homogenisation, while the
stirrer or scraper distributes the homogenised output uniformly
through the vessel. The unique dual action rotor creates a powerful
suction to draw hard to wet powders directly into the high shear mix
zone. This is ideal for high viscosity cosmetic, pharmaceutical and food
products.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20

Hygienic and sanitary design
Rapid powder incorporation rates
Suitable for higher viscosity mixtures
Reduced energy consumption
Easy to load, low ergonomic design
Water flush seals
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APPLICATIONS

MIXQUIP SERIES 50

The Mixquip Series 50, portable pneumatic or electric clampon mixers, are designed with flexibility in mind and are
suitable for mixing fluids of light to medium viscosity materials.
Operating angles are easily adjusted for the most efficient mixing position for each application. All Mixquip® clamp-on agitators
incorporate advanced safety features, such as flameproof
motors electrical isolator switches and variable speed

MIXQUIP SERIES 60

The Mixquip Series 60 post mount mixer is designed for industrial
and wastewater applications needing a compact, lightweight and
powerful mixing unit for use in tote, bulk and cylindrical containers.
They can be fitted quickly, turning a basic storage facility into an
efficient mixing vessel. The mixers are designed with flexibility in
mind and are suitable for mixing fluids of light to medium viscosity.
Adjustments can be made simply, quickly to suit your mixing vessel
size and without the requirement for any special tools.

MIXQUIP SERIES 65

The Series 65 tri-clamp mixer is designed for industrial and
sanitary applications needing a compact, lightweight, and
powerful mixing unit for use in tote, bulk and cylindrical containers.
They can be fitted quickly, turning a basic storage facility into an
efficient mixing vessel. The mixers are designed with
flexibility in mind and are suitable for mixing fluids of light to medium
viscosity. Adjustments are made quickly and easily achieved
through the simple design. With a range of impellor and drive
options, the mixer can be used for a large number of different
processes.
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Portable Mixers

Visit www.mixquip.com or call 1300 20 70 20
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NEED SERVICE OR MAINTENANCE?

Promoting longevity, productivity and optimisation of your process and Mixquip products.
Mixquip, a Teralba Industries brand, is committed to providing not only the highest quality process mixing
equipment, heat transfer systems, stainless steel pressure vessels and other stainless steel equipment,
but also the highest quality service and support. Our approach to installation and servicing underpins
the long life of our process mixing and heat transfer systems.
Offering an extensive range of replacement services. For any Mixquip product, this includes, impeller
replacements, mechanical seal replacements, shaft replacement and gearbox. Mixquip exchange
services are positioned to reduce downtime. A reduction in operational downtime could lead to a
reduction in production loss and higher factory efficiency.

• PREDICTIVE AUDITS
• SPARE PARTS
• REPLACEMENT SERVICES
• UPGRADES
• FIELD SERVICE

Have a service enquiry? Email service@teralba.com
to speak with a technician or after sales specialist.
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FOCUS STUDY: CREAMING OF PRODUCTS
THE CHALLENGE Mixing Large Beverage Tanks With Bottom Entry Mixers
Mixing from 5000 litres to maximum capacity of 220,000 litres
of product. A Victorian based food processor had a requirement
to mix increasing volumes of a Non-Dairy milk but had limited
resources or space to expand. Our technical team fielded the
question if it was possible to utilize some old 220,000 litre milk
silos and install agitation? No problem.
THE SOLUTION The key criteria to convert these old 220KL milk tanks into
mixing vessels for non-dairy milk.
included;
- Ground level installation and servicing.
- Ability to mix from full 220,000 litres down to 5000 litres
THE MIXQUIP ADVANTAGE Mixquip Series 500 Bottom Entry Agitators. Bottom entry
mounting configuration provide a powerful axial flow up through
the contents of the tank and combined with a level sensor and
variable speed drive, Mixquip Bottom Entry Mixers have the
ability to mix down to less than 5% of the total tank volume. A
further advantage is the compact design and short shaft mean
lower capital costs than a traditional top entry agitator.

NEED A MIXING SYSTEM
OR HAVE SPECIAL PROCESS
REQUIREMENTS?
TELL US WHAT YOU NEED:
1300 20 70 20
SALES@MIXQUIP.COM

Visit www.mixquip.com to
explore our product range,
read about mixing insights
and order online!

NEW WEBSITE!
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Produced exclusively by: Teralba Industries

www.mixquip.com

